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FIBER SENSING IS
EVERYWHERE:

Distributed Acoustic Sensing For Submarine Telecommunication Systems
BY GUILLAUME HUCHET AND JAN KRISTOFFER BRENNE

O

ver the past decades, fiber has virtually become the only
channel of transmission for fixed communications. It
first appeared on the longest segments of underwater
and terrestrial telecommunications networks, and now fiber
reaches every office, every home, installed along highways,
railways, power lines and pipelines. All networks are now
embedding fiber as a standard. Fiber is now everywhere!
Oil & Gas offshore fields are no exception to the rule.
Most of the new offshore platforms coming into operation
use fiber for communication with their shore base and their
subsea production systems.
Alongside this massive development driven by increasing
bandwidth requirements, a number of fiber-based measurement techniques have emerged. DAS (Distributed Acoustic Sensing) is a measurement technique based on fiber
sensitivity to mechanical disturbances: such as vibrations or
pressure variations. It effectively turns every single piece of
fiber into a potential vibration or acoustic sensor.
With the widespread deployment of fibers on infrastructures, DAS has thus become a common monitoring tool
in many areas. In the rail industry, DAS can be used to
detect the location of the trains and monitor rolling stock
conditions. In the oil industry, DAS is used for terrestrial
pipeline monitoring to detect, locate or identify nearby
activities and potential threats such as unplanned digging
works or intrusion attempts. Early warnings provided by
DAS allows the operator to immediately trigger preventive
actions before damage occurs.

FROM PIPELINE MONITORING TO SUBMARINE CABLE
MONITORING

DAS interrogators used for pipeline monitoring have a
typical reach of 40 km. Multiple interrogators are installed as
required along the pipeline route to cover the desired length
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when longer than 40 km. During the commissioning phase
after installation, as a calibration, typical threats (such as
excavating) can be simulated at various locations along the
pipeline and a database of signatures can then be recorded
for future comparison when the system is in service.
Pipelines are much more expensive assets than submarine telecommunication systems, but when we consider the
importance of the data they carry we could say that they are
equally worth protecting. In principle, a DAS interrogator
can simply be connected to a submarine cable, assuming a
dark fiber is available for monitoring. However, the submarine environment calls for specific requirements for submarine cable DAS interrogators:
• longer range; the interrogator should be able to cover
the entire length of the cable that is the most likely to be
damaged, e.g. the shallow water section. In many cases,
this will exceed 40 km;
• higher sensitivity; the interrogator should be able to detect a threat approaching the cable early enough to have
enough response time for corrective actions (for example,
contact with the approaching vessel);
• calibration free; given the difficulty and cost to access an
installed submarine cable, it should be possible to classify
threats without prior calibration during commissioning.

THE DAS INTERROGATOR

ASN has recently launched the development of a DAS
interrogator dedicated to the protection of submarine telecommunication cables. This interrogator uses an innovative
interrogation technique, which provides a significantly
improved signal to noise ratio and a high-fidelity measurement of the fiber mechanical constraints.
Several tests were conducted to evaluate the performance
of the developed prototype in real cases and the most sig-

Figure 1

nificant results are presented in the
section below.
A simple dropped object test
was first performed to demonstrate the ability of the system to
detect the tiniest mechanical disturbances on a submarine cable;
the interrogator was connected to
a standard armored and sheathed
subsea cable and a pencil of a few
grams was dropped from 10 cm
Figure 2
height at a distance of 120km; the
corresponding signal was clearly
detected by the interrogator with a resolution of less than
10 meters.
Tests at sea have also been performed; a standard ASN
OALC5 LW cable was installed in an area with strong
currents and regular maritime traffic.
The figure below represents the bathymetric profile of the
installation area in the shore section.
A first test was performed to highlight the ability of the
system to detect the vibrations induced by currents. The
acoustic spectrum of the DAS signal (between 3Hz and
1kHz) was recorded at 2 separate times of the day.
The left figure above shows the DAS signal recorded one
hour after low tide; some currents are present and vibrations
(characterized by a wide band low frequency spectrum) are
detected at position 500m (1 channel
corresponds to 10m).
The right figure shows the DAS
signal recorded three hours after low
tide, when currents are expected to
be stronger. The vibrations at position
500m are stronger and other vibrations
appear at position 1500m with the
same frequency pattern – wide band
low frequency.
Another test was performed to assess the capability of the DAS interroFigure 3
gator to detect the acoustic signature

of activities near the cable.
For this purpose, hydrophones
were positioned along the cable as
references.
The DAS signal was recorded as
a passenger boat crossed the cable.
The frequency spectrum of this signal is shown in figure B. The acoustic signature of the vessel appears
clearly (characterized by frequency
rays). The same signature had been
recorded with the reference hydrophones, as shown in figure D.
These last two experiments confirmed the potential of the
DAS interrogator to not only detect activities near a submarine cable but also, thanks to spectrum analysis, to classify
them without prior calibration.
Further enhancements on signal processing should make
it possible to identify the signatures of various threats
which submarine cables might be exposed to: seabed movements (earthquake, landslides), currents, seabed intrusive
activities (trawling, anchoring). Other sea trials are currently in progress on several systems to gather additional
data for this purpose. Those trials will also provide further
indication regarding sensitivity to seabed intrusive activity
near the cable and subsequently the time available to send
alarms when such activity is detected.
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Figure 5 & 6

CONCLUSION

Technology now exists to detect mechanical disturbances
on standard telecommunication fiber optic cables. There is
no need for special fibers inside the cable, just an available
dark fiber will make an excellent sensor.
The DAS interrogator developed by ASN provides long
reach and superior sensitivity which makes it particularly
adequate to monitor the whole section where the submarine cables are particularly vulnerable and where statistically most cable cuts occur. In addition, the signals generated
by the interrogator make it possible to classify the threats
to the cable integrity (vibrations, seabed intrusive activity,
etc.) without prior calibration.
Such DAS equipment could be coupled with AIS message transmitter systems which can alert mariners in real
time when issues arise. Corrective actions can then be taken
before an incident happens. STF
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